
One minute the teacher was talking about the Civil War. And the next minute he was gone.
(Gone- MichaelGrant)
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We went to the moon to have fun, but the moon turned out to completelysuck.
(The Forest of Hands and Teeth Carrie Ryan)
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The early summer skywas the color of cat vomit. (Uglies Scott Westefeld)
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We went to the moon to have fun, but the moon turned out to completely suck.
(The Forest of Hands and Teeth-Carrie Ryan)
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When the city of Ember was just built and not yet inhabited, the chief builder and the assistant
builder, both of them weary, sat down to speak of the future. "They must not leave the city for at
least two hundred years," said the chief builder. (The City of Ember-Jeanne DuPrau)
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Lia Kahn is dead. Il am Lia Kahn.
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( Skinned Robin Wasserman)
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He saw the first tree shudder and fall, far of in the distance. Thehe heard his mother call out the
kitchenwindow:"Luke!Inside.Now"(AmongtheHidden - MargaretPearsonHaddix)
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"A merry little surge of electricity piped by automatic alarm fromn the mood organ beside his bed
awakened Rick Deckard."- Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? Philip K. Dick-
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""ve watched through his eyes, I've listened through his ears, and I tell you he's the one." Ender's
Game, Orson Scott Card.
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I used to be someone.Someone namedJennaFox.(The Adoration ofJennaFox - MaryE.
Pearson)
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"The skyabove the port was the color of television, tuned to a dead channel," -
Neuromancer,WilliamGibson. Tolhion saeey had a oauk
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